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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Our December meeting is our annual holiday celebration and
this year was no exception. Our newsletter editor and
webmaster, Pat Jones, is an active member of the Sarpy
Serenaders and he arranged for us to start our holiday
meeting with a performance of Christmas music and some
patriotic songs. They performed superbly and it seemed to
put most of us into the Christmas spirit.
In keeping with our tradition, several members wore their
military dress uniforms and they all looked very good in them.
Following the concert and dinner, we had a short business meeting.
Congressman-elect General Don Bacon was unable to attend and sent his
Washington DC Chief of Staff to update us on their transition to Washington.
Captain Mark Dreiling, USAF (Ret) is a Chapter member and is the son of Rene,
my predecessor as Chapter President and our current Treasurer. Mark also
designed and procured our Chapter coins. Mark reported that both he and Gen
Bacon had traveled to Washington to attend presentations and to hire staff for
the Washington office. They also selected an office on the 5th floor of the
Longworth House Office Building. Additionally, Gen Bacon has decided not to
sleep on a couch in his office and both he and Mark have rented apartments near
the Capitol
When she was selected to receive the 2015 Surviving Spouse (formerly Auxiliary)
Liaison Excellence Award, Paula was invited to receive it from the MOAA CEO at
the Annual Meeting held in Arlington, VA, in late October. Paula asked National
MOAA if she could receive the award at a chapter event when family and friends
could be present. To accomplish this, Paula had nine family members and friends
in attendance at the meeting. The verbiage that described some of Paula’s
achievements was part of the Annual Meeting’s program and was included in our
December newsletter. The concluding paragraph summed up her
accomplishments: “Paula’s contributions to MOAA are particularly noteworthy.
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She is friendly, compassionate
reliable and epitomizes the active
and involved leader who exemplifies
the MOAA motto to ‘never stop
serving.’” General Paul Cohen and I
presented the framed certificate to
Paula and Paula then made a brief
acceptance speech. Her gracious
comments included her wish that
former President Joe DeCarlo could
have been present as he had
nominated her to be on the initial
Auxiliary Member Advisory Council.
Paula Muth had nine family members
That assignment and her role in the
present to see her receive the national MOAA award
Gold Star Wives reinforced her belief
and long commitment to the mission and the importance of the Surviving Spouse
program.
The last part of the evening was placing our eleventh 5-Star Level of Excellence
Award streamer on our MOAA flagpole. Unlike our
previous ten streamers that were embroidered with five
blue stars, the only embroidery was the MOAA logo at
the top. Instead, there were two metallic badges: one
for being a 5-Star Harris Communication Award Chapter
and the other for being a 5-Star Level of Excellence
Chapter. Beneath the badges was a gold-colored
rectangular plate with the year 2015. Gen Cohen, our
newsletter editor/webmaster, Pat Jones, and I
successful affixed the streamer.
Our January 18th speaker will be Brig Gen/Dr. Michael McGinnis of the SAC
Museum and our February speaker will be Jim Vokal, CEO of the Platte Institute.
Since this is our last newsletter of the year, your Chapter Board and I wish all our
members a happy holiday period and the best wishes for a wonderful 2017.
We very recently lost a spouse, Linda Ernst, who had been attending our
meetings with her husband Col Bill Ernst, USAF (Ret). We extend our
condolences to Bill and his family.
Dan Donovan

d.donovan1@cox.net
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402-339-7888

Defense Bill Includes Biggest Military Pay Raise in 5 Years
(Military.com website Dec 1st)

Troops would get their biggest pay raise in years under the final version of
Congress' annual defense policy bill unveiled recently.
The 2.1 percent increase included in the National Defense Authorization Act
would break a five-year trend of raises that have fallen below the private sector.
The higher pay would go into effect Jan. 1.
The massive $618.7 billion policy bill also includes $3.2 billion to boost troop
numbers and bolster Marine Corps and Air Force aviation, a military health care
overhaul and a requirement to study whether women should be included in the
military draft.
The NDAA was hashed out during months of negotiations between the House and
Senate, which had disagreed about an $18 billion spending hike for the military.
The proposal was pared down in the final bill, but the $3.2 billion increase could
run into opposition from Democrats, who have demanded any additional defense
spending be matched with dollars for domestic programs.
Military pay raises have been kept below 2 percent since 2011. Meanwhile,
troops and families have been stressed by deployments, aging equipment, and
shrinking overall defense spending.
The National Military Family Association has said troops are being "nickel-anddimed" and that a higher pay raise is among its top priorities.
The language in the NDAA overrides President Barack Obama's order to set pay
raises at 1.6 percent in 2017, which was a slight increase over the president's
decision to keep raises at 1.3 percent this year.
The bill also freezes a drawdown in the Army, keeping its end strength at
476,000, and boosts Reserve forces by 4,000. The Marine Corps would get 3,000
more troops, according to a briefing on the bill by senior aides with the House
Armed Services Committee.
The House aides said the additional $3.2 billion will also help fill gaps in military
readiness especially for the Air Force and Marine Corps, which have maintenance
and training problems with F-18 fighter jets and CH-53 helicopters.
Tricare, the military's health care program, would be overhauled to shore up its
financial future and expand some access to health care facilities, according to
the House briefing.
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"We do raise the co-pays and fees on the next generation of military," a senior
aide said.
Active-duty troops and current retirees would not be affected by the fee
increases. But service members who join the military in the future will face
higher costs.when they retire.
What Do Rising Interest Rates Mean to Investors?
(MOAA website Dec 15th)
By LtCol Shane Ostrom USAF (Ret) CFP

On Dec 14th, the Federal Reserve raised the federal funds target rate, the first
increase since December 2015. (That 2015 increase was the first in nearly a
decade, since June 2006.)
You might be wondering, what do rising interest rates mean to investors. It’s a
simple question — with an involved answer. Interest rates are a key variable in a
complex mix of factors that impact our financial lives, influencing both the
interest rate we earn on fixed-income accounts and the amount we are charged
to borrow money or use credit.
Understanding the bigger picture may help you get a better handle on your money
management.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, through the Federal Open Market
Committee https://www.federalreserve.gov/pf/pdf/pf_3.pdf, controls the federal
funds rate — the rate banks are charged to borrow money. The management of
the interest rate is a tool used to help manage the nation’s economic situation.
It’s all about supply and demand: Interest rates help control the availability of
money. Open up the supply of money, and it kick-starts the economy. If the
money supply dries up, the economy slows down.
Controlling interest rates helps manage the supply of money, which helps manage
the nation’s business cycle. The business cycle is the roller-coaster movement of
our economy: businesses grow, peak, fall, hit bottom, and start back up.
Good and bad things happen as we go up and down with the cycle. Realize the
down periods are natural and expected occurrences.
Let’s start at the bottom.
The media paint a picture of the country augering in, but in reality, it’s all part of
the business cycle. Every down period of a cycle hits a bottom and rebounds.
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At the bottom, interest rates usually are low. Inflation is low. Unemployment
might be high, but businesses are starting to hire as they see a light at the end of
a tunnel.
Low Federal Reserve rates allow banks to fill their cash reserves with cheap
money, to encourage borrowing. Consumers and businesses borrow to spend,
and spending creates growth in the economy.
Investors are poised for nice gains in the stock market as businesses begin to
flourish. Bond holders and savers are not as happy because interest rates are
low. Fixed-income savers look for other forms of investment returns, because
interest rates can’t support them.
The growth phase.
The early part of the up-cycle is a positive time. Unemployment drops. Wages
increase. More consumers consume more. Businesses profit. Inflation creeps in,
with rising prices, as markets expand and business booms. Interest rates rise.
Businesses and people continue to borrow before interest rates get too high.
Rising interest rates cause fixed-income investments to lose value: No one wants
a bond that pays less interest than the new ones on the market. Plus, people
don’t want an interest rate that falls too far behind the rate of inflation. It might
help to consider money-market, short-term, or floating-rate fixed–income vehicles
to stay up with rising interest rates.
Stocks tend to appreciate, with positive revenues. Commodities rise; housing,
resources.
Eventually, inflation and higher interest rates cause businesses to struggle with
increased operating costs, fewer consumers, and decreased revenues. Although
businesses can increase prices for a while to stay profitable, before long, interest
rates and inflation squeeze their profits. As a result, higher interest rates can
contribute to decreasing stock values.
Some inflation can be a good thing, if it is a factor of a strong economy.
However, inflation in excess of healthy growth is not a good thing. Higher
interest rates can help control inflation.
Over the top and sliding down the hill.
At the top of the cycle, inflation and interest rates are high. Spending is in
decline, businesses cut costs, and borrowing dries up. Eventually, interest rates
drop to slow the economic decline and inflation starts to come down.
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Interest rates fall and fixed-income values rise. Fixed-income investors find rates
decreasing, and the older higher-interest rate bonds provide better income but
cost more. Fixed-income investors switch to long-term vehicles to lock in higher
rates.
Stocks decline in value as business revenues continue to fall. Commodities start
to decline. Then we start all over again.
So where are we now?
Just as no battle plan survives first contact with the enemy, academic models
don’t always accurately predict the real-world economy.
We’ve been on a stock-market hot streak since March 2009, with only a hiccup in
2015. We are in the second-longest bull stock market in history. Good, right?
Business must be great. So we are on the upswing?
However, the country’s growth rate is anemic. Business is OK but not robust.
The gross domestic product (GDP), a measurement of the nation’s economic
growth, is only at 2.9 percent, below the average of 3.2 percent. So we are
heading down or at the bottom?
Interest rates are extremely low, indicating an unhealthy economy near the
bottom. Inflation is also very low, indicating a slow business environment.
Unemployment is low, but with a caveat: Some unemployed, who want work, are
not counted because they haven’t looked for a job in a while or because they
work part-time because they can’t find full-time employment. These people make
up 9.3 million unemployed.
So what does this mean to me?
The academic exercise above is nice, but it provides only a general sketch of
possibilities. Have separate accounts based on your life objectives. Your
objective will determine the style of management and the type of savings or
investments. Manage those accounts by first considering the risk you are willing
to assume and then balancing that against your expected returns. If we try to
manage by returns only (do any of us really know where returns are going?), we
could be surprised by the unexpected risk that bites us later. Visit
www.moaa.org/financeblog to learn more.
- See more at: http://www.moaa.org/Content/Publications-and-Media/MOAA-Blog/What-Do-RisingInterest-Rates-Mean-to-Investors-.aspx#sthash.o0p5Tgmt.dpuf
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Defense Bill: Pay, SBP, TRICARE, and Housing Wins
(MOAA Website Dec 2nd)

House and Senate leaders resolved hundreds of differences between their
respective versions of the FY 2017 Defense Authorization Bill, and followed
MOAA's and The Military Coalition's recommendations on most of them.
Here's a summary of selected outcomes.
Currently Serving Issues
 Pay raise: Approves a 2.1 percent 2017 military raise (matching the average
American's), rather than the 1.6 percent proposed by DoD.
 Force levels: increases for all services significantly above the Pentagon
proposals.
 Housing Allowance: Rejects a Senate-proposed plan that would have cut
allowances by tens of thousands of dollars a year for dual-servicemember
couples and other military members who share housing.
 Spouse Employment: Eliminates 2-year eligibility limitation (after PCS) for
noncompetitive appointment of military spouses to federal civilian
positions.
 Parental Leave: Authorizes up to 12 weeks of paid leave (including 6 weeks
medical recuperation leave) for primary caregiver after childbirth; 21 days
authorized for service member who is the secondary caregiver.
Survivor Benefits
 Special Survivor Indemnity Allowance: Extends this allowance for SBP-DIC
widows through May 2018 at the current $310 monthly rate (this will give us
an opportunity to push Congress next year to increase and further extend
the allowance, or eliminate the offset in its entirety).
 SBP for Reserve Components: Upgrades Survivor Benefit Plan formula for
Reserve Component members who die while on inactive duty for training to
equal SBP benefits for those who die on active duty.
TRICARE Benefits and Fees
 There will be no changes to TFL. Pentagon’s proposal to impose an annual
TFL enrollment fee of up to 2 percent of military retired pay was rejected.
 Rejects a DoD proposal to roughly double TRICARE pharmacy copays over
10 years.
 Imposes significantly increased fees and copays only for those who will
enter service on or after January 1, 2018.
 Grandfathers currently serving and currently retired members and families
against most increases.
 EXCEPT current retirees and family members enrolled in TRICARE Standard
(to be renamed TRICARE Select) will pay a new enrollment fee of $150/$300
(single/family) per year, starting in 2020 (NOTE: Chapter 61 (medical)
retirees and survivors of members who died on active duty will be exempt
from this enrollment fee).
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Establishes a new requirement for retired members and families (except
TFL) to execute a formal annual enrollment in either TRICARE Prime or
TRICARE Select, starting in 2017 (IMPORTANT: this means they will have to
physically sign a piece of paper to enroll; enrollment will be required for
TRICARE coverage).
 Eliminates a requirement to get pre-authorization for urgent care, & requires
all military medical facilities to maintain urgent care hours until 11 p.m.
 Provides DoD hearing aids to family members of retirees at DoD cost.
 Authorizes a pilot program of offering commercial insurance coverage to
Reserve component members and families on the same basis as federal
civilians.
 Requires implementation of standard appointment system at all military
facilities no later than Jan. 1, 2018, including issuance of appointment on
first call and 24/7 online service availability.
 Authorizes retired members and families to participate in federal civilian
dental and vision plan (the current retiree dental program will go away).
 Restores provider payments for treatment of autism to higher rates that
were in effect before April 2016.
Military Health Care Reform
 Places all military hospitals and clinics under the authority of the Defense
Health Agency for purposes of budgeting, health care policy, and health
care administration.
 Requires pilot program of value-based care, which would reimburse
providers at higher rate for providing top-quality care and reduce or
eliminate copays for high-value medications and medical services.
 Requires new TRICARE contracts to improve beneficiary access, improve
medical outcomes, improve quality of care, enhance beneficiary
experiences, and reduce DoD health care costs.
 By mid-2017, incorporate into annual performance review of all military and
civilian health care leaders' measures of accountability for patient access
to care, quality of care, improvement in health care outcomes, and patient
safety.
 By January 2018, implement productivity standards (e.g., patients seen per
day) for all providers in military treatment facilities (this is intended to
improve patient access to timely care).
Other Matters
 Includes a provision aimed at ensuring fair treatment for California
Guardsmen who have been targeted for recoupment of incentive bonuses
paid to them 10 years ago.
 Rejected the Senate's proposal mandating female Selective Service
registration, and instead included a requirement to review the continuing
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need for Selective Service System registration and the potential for a
national service program.
 Requires a DoD report on travel costs incurred by Reserve Component
members.
House lawmakers approved the bill 375 to 34, and the Senate followed suit in a
92-7 vote.
- See more at: http://www.moaa.org/Content/Take-Action/Top-Issues/Currently-Serving/Defense-Bill--Pay,-SBP,TRICARE,-and-Housing-Wins.aspx#sthash.BSG2Jeo6.dpuf

Programs

(from Ken McClure, Maj USA (Ret))

18 January – Retired B/General Mike McGinnis, Executive
Director of the SAC and Aerospace Museum will give a
presentation about the museum, its improvements, and
additions.
15 February – Our speaker will be Jim Vokal, Chief
Executive Officer of the Platte Institute and an advocate
for limited government and the free-market system. For
eight years Mr. Vokal was an Omaha City Councilman,
including two years as City Council President.
Your suggestions for future programs are needed.
Please contact me, Ken McClure, at (402) 504-8796 or email
kgmcclure@gmail.com

Program Chair Ken McClure

MOAA’s and Heartland Chapter’s Missions are the Same
The Military Officers Association of America (MOAA) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan,
working to support military and their families at every stage of life. It actively
petitions Congress on behalf of the military community on issues affecting the
career force, the retired community, and veterans of the uniformed services.
MOAA offers a wide range of personal and financial services exclusive to MOAA
members. Whatever the stage of a career, MOAA membership delivers benefits
geared specifically to you – and your family. You become part of the strongest
advocate for our military and their families. Those with prior officer service in
any of the seven uniformed services can become members. Consider joining
today because every voice counts! You will be protecting not only your earned
benefits but all serving today. Our Heartland Chapter also focuses on similar
state and local issues. We provide an environment for camaraderie and mutual
support with our meetings, newsletters, website, and community involvement.

As MOAA, WE NEVER STOP SERVING…. We are One Powerful Voice –

For every officer at every stage of life and career… Join Us !!
You will be glad you did!
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Selection of Membership
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Local Membership Form

Contact Chapter Officers for more info: President Dan Donovan - 402-339-7888, Ask about
Membership: Lou Zuccarello – 402-739-3521, Programs: Ken McClure – 402-504-8796, Surviving
Spouse Affairs - Paula Muth – 402-292-1663, Legislation: Paul Cohen – 402-491-3551, Treasurer:
Rene Dreiling 402-740-3127, ROTC: Brook Stafford – 402-916-9759, Personal Affairs: Paula Muth –
402-292-1663, Hospitality & Reservations: Ron Russell,402-297-4244, Webmaster & Newsletter: Pat
Jones – 402-650-4457
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CHAPTER SPONSORS
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BEARDMORE

In Memory of

Ben F. Comstock

More and More…. It’s Beardmore

Brian Kucks

POW WWII 8 Dec 1941
( taken prisoner at Wake Island )

Chevrolet Sales Manager
Phone
402-734-2525
Toll Free 800-734-0271
Fax
402-738-7615
Email bkucks@beardmorechevy. com

Past National Director
AMERICAN
EX-PRISONERS OF WAR

2806 Nottingham Drive

Bellevue NE 68123

418 Fort Crook Road North, Bellevue NE 68005
www. beardmorechevy. com

Call Dick Doolittle at
(402)557-6780

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!!
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Peg Maloney
RE/MAX Real Estate Group
(402) 598-3965 · peg@maloney.com

Veterans Real Estate Benefits Network
http://www.topoffuttagent.com/

Reserved Parking NOW Available !!
(no one thought it would ever happen…). Though many of us need to park closer to the door because
of medical limitations, handicapped parking is very limited at Anthony’s. (and there is no assurance
that those limited number of spaces are really being used by authorized drivers; This editor has
personally twice seen young apparently healthy drivers park in those slots with no handicap display)
BUT, our erstwhile dinner planners have done it!!! WE NOW HAVE TWO SPACES !!!
Read & heed the info below – pj

We have two "reserved parking" signs we'll be using at Anthony's from now on. The reserved parking
spaces are for our mobility- limited members, on a first come, first served basis. Use of these spaces will
be on the honor system to help our members who need to park as close to the entrance as possible due to
medically-related conditions. The MOAA reserved parking space locations will vary from month to
month due to the other events hosted by Anthony's. We will attempt to find spaces as close to the
Anthony's main entrance as possible but members will need to look for our reserved spaces. The signs
are mounted on orange cones and will be placed at the entrance of the parking space. The driver or
passenger must move the sign to the far end to allow the car entry. Please bring the reserved sign in

with you and give to Ron & Sharon. That reduces the risk of thievery and misuse by
“others” . – Three cheers for Ron & Sharon Russell
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2016 Donations for Scholarships
Donald J. Bacon, Mary E. Bezy, Richard E. Bertrand, Wayne W. Brunz, Joel Buller, Edward L. Burchfield,
Richard R. Carver, Gerald L. Chamberlain, Paul G. Cohen, Margaret Connell, Mike Cook, Charles W. Davis,
Thomas E. deShazo, Jr., Martha M. Didamo, Daniel J. Donovan, Richard N. Doolittle, Noble Dorsee, Rene
F. Dreiling, Norris N. Erickson, William H. Ernst, Richard Evans III, Helen L. Farmer, Douglas A Frost,
John S. Graham, Doris M. Greendyke, Richard C. Hahn, Chester R. Harris, Jr., Gloria A. Harvey, James E.
Holland, Shirley A Hoover, Terrance J. Hummel, Roy B. Johnston, Cynthia L. Keyes, Terri A. Lehigh,
Warren D. Lynn, E. James Maloney, Max R. Moore, Paula R. Muth, E. Gordon Pahre, Dick L. Parcher,
Sheree L. Patterson, Doran G. Post, Thomas J. Reynolds, Earl D. Rogers, James A. Ronni, Joan C.
Rousseau, Sharon K. Russell, Ronald R. Russell, Betty A. Salistean, Owen L. Saunders, Henry G.
Schuring, Frances Sewell, Mary M. Shaw, Mark A. Spadaro, Ann Carolyn Standerwick, Thomas J.
Svoboda, Regis F. A. Urschler, Lewis M. Weigand, Robert A. Wicklund, Louis V. Zuccarello
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

May They Not Be Forgotten:
I mean the men and women who have answered the call and paid the
ultimate price so that we and future generations could have the freedoms
so cherished by human beings. We must ever be vigilant and prepared to
defend our way of life against those who would deny it. Callous politicians,
power hungry egoists, corrupt individuals, adversarial religions, and even
our latest self-oriented generations pose grave threat to the preservation of
what many take for granted.
Every citizen should take a few moments
from time to time and reflect on the benefits we have in our country. They
should give thanks to those who have served and preserved our way of life.
Hopefully, they will also pledge to do their part to keep it so. – pj
Wandering Mind of An Old Retired Guy

We have 22 through 99, Why isn't the number 11 pronounced onety-one?
Why do croutons come in airtight packages?
Aren't they just stale bread to begin with?
If people from Poland are called Poles,
then why aren't people from Holland called Holes?
Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist, but a person who drives a
racecar is not called a racist?
Do Lipton Tea employees take 'coffee breaks?'
What hair color do they put on the driver's licenses of bald men?
(I have wondered this for years!!!)
TODAY IS THE OLDEST YOU'VE EVER BEEN, YET THE YOUNGEST YOU'LL EVER BE, SO
ENJOY THIS DAY WHILE IT LASTS.
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Heartland of America Chapter
Military Officers Association of America, MOAA
Dinner Meeting – Wednesday, January 18th, 2017
Anthony's Restaurant (72nd and F Streets)
Registration and Social Hour Begins at 6 pm - Dinner at 7 pm
Reservations are for meal selections only, and should be e-mailed to our
central e-mail address or phoned to Sharon Russell. Please specify names of
attendees, meal choices and include a phone number in case we need to
contact you. Reservations should be in by Monday night before the dinner! If
you must cancel your reservation, please call Sharon at (402) 297-4244 prior to
4:00 pm on the day of the event; otherwise the chapter will be charged if you are
a NO-SHOW and we will send you a bill for the cost.
E-mail: heartlandmoaa@hotmail.com
Phone: (402) 297-4244
Meal selections are as follows:

8oz Top Sirloin w/Smashed potatoes & Roasted Vegetables - $28.90
with Spumoni Ice Cream - $31.90
Chicken Picatta w/Pasta Alfredo & Roasted Vegetables - $23.60
with Spumoni Ice Cream - $26.60
Asian Salmon Salad - $19.70
with Spumoni Ice Cream - $22.70

Payment will be collected in the party room.
A pre-made-out check to Anthony's is preferred. Cash will be accepted but it
slows down entry and causes lines. Thank you for your support of this
procedure. Note: Prices include tax and gratuity.

Program
Retired B/General Mike McGinnis, Executive Director of the
SAC and Aerospace Museum will give a presentation about
the museum, its improvements, and additions.
Remember the expression, “the more, the merrier”? We ask
you to make our meetings better, with your presence. We
strive to provide a good meal, a stimulating program, and
Sharon & Ron Russell
camaraderie. We’ll do our best to provide the first two, but
only you can increase the camaraderie we share. Please attend.
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